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Gold Is Not A Safe Haven? Tell That To
People In Indonesia

Posted by : GoldCore
Post date: 09/17/2013 - 09:54
The U.S. Federal Reserve is insolvent and has
liabilities of over $3.2 trillion and yet has capital
of just $60 billion. Therefore, it is leveraged by
fifty to one, akin to a highly leveraged hedge...

Supply and Demand Report: 15 Sep,
2013

Posted by: Monetary Metals
Post date: 09/17/2013 - 01:14
The prices of the metals were down sharply
last week. Was this manipulation? As you’ll
see below, the picture in silver is
astonishing.

USA: Stagflation Here We Come!
Posted by: Pivotfarm
Post date: 09/17/2013 - 06:48
Just when you think that the worst has come,
been and gone, there will be more stuff hitting
the fan in the very near future and that should
serve as a lesson to the next head of the
Federal Reserve...
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US, Russian Naval Deployment Near Syria -
Update

Submitted by Tyler Durden on 09/09/2013 17:06 -0400

7

 

Last week we presented the most recent map of US and Russian naval
deployments in the Mediterranean surrounding Syria. Over the
weekend, things appear to have heated up once more as yet more
ships - mostly of Russian origin - arrive in what is rapidly becoming a
formation in search of the tiniest provocation.
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 "The End for Obama?" Could Barack Obama's entire presidency be
ruined by a single upcoming event? One of the most widely read
journalists in America thinks so.
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ACP

Wonderful. All this because President Hubris wants an
Honor Bombing.

 

Running On Bing...

Wrong.

http://www.chiquita.com/Home.aspx

Click on 'International' and something is missing....

BoNeSxxx

Latest US Navy ad: "to defend freedom and
democracy around the world."

So it's official, we are the word 'police'.  They don't
even pretend to be domestic defense any more.

socalbeach

<-- Saudi Arabia, Qatar, etc.

<-- Israel, AIPAC, etc.

Q: Which foreign powers are more instrumental in
trying to get the US to attack Syria?

Overfed

All of the above.
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francis_sawyer

@socalbeach... You tell me...

~~~

http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2013/09/08/usa-
today-network...

~~~

"The comprehensive poll of Congress finds
that only a small fraction of the 533
lawmakers — 22 senators and 22 House
members — are willing to say they will
support the use of force in response to the
reported use of chemical weapons by the
Syrian regime."

Now ~ Let's do some math...

SENATE... There's "12"

Michael Bennet

Richard Blumenthal

Barbara Boxer

Ben Cardin

Dianne Feinstein

Al Franken

Frank Lautenberg

Carl Levin

Briam Schatz

Bernard Sanders

Charles Schumer

Ron Wyden

 

HOUSE... [there's 22]
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Eric Cantor

David Cicilline

Stephen Cohen

Susan Davis

Ted Deutch

Eliot Engel

Lois Frankel

Alan Grayson

Steve Israel

Sander Levin

Alan Lowenthal

Nita Lowey

Jerrold Nadler

Jared Polis

Jan Schakowsky

Adam Schiff

Brad Schneider

Allyson Schwartz

Brad Sherman

Debbie Wasserman Schultz

Henry Waxman

John Yarmuth

quintago

Wow...sure are a lot of Jewish
names on that list. Wonder where
their loyalties are. They should all
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3941091

be charged with treason.

Running On Bing...

Did you see the names of the
judges who might judge them?

chumbawamba

Yeah, his name is David
ben
Jewmansteinowitzberg.

I am Chumba ben Wamba.
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smlbizman

bone sexx u left off
the best part....they
are patrolling the

worlds oceans for good.....

kicksroute66

Fuck you in the ass u racist
cunt
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W74

Are you blind?  Wake up
and smell the treason!!!

Four years in the Army and out of

THOUSANDS of people that I met I only

met ONE Jew: and she was a non-

practicing outcast, and also the resident

baracks slut.  Knock first and at least

give the other guy time to zip up his

pants before heading in.

 

walküre

What did I miss? Are
we accusing the
Assyrians of a

Holocaust yet?

General Decline

Be patient. Soon...
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ronaldawg

Not true - plenty
of jews in military.

I had a Jew bitch ruin my
life in the Marine Corps in
the 1980s.  Not only did I
have to do all her work,
when the going got tough
she got pregnant and out!

We also had a gay guy
that was jewish that loved
the black wiene....

SnobGobbler

love that goop-
gobbling jew pussy,
fuck yea!

VD

Obama, Kerry, McCain,
Rice, Clinton, etc. ie the
worst sociopaths beating

the wardrums loudest, are not
Jews. 

savagegoose
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Mon, 09/09/2013 -

they're honor hoarey
ones

TrulyBelieving

And a fair assumption
to conclude is that
sociopaths exist in all

races, and in all cultures. And
it would be pretty certain
there are also very good
people in all races and
cultures.   It is an egotist that
degrades  other races.
But this of course make's his
race so much superior.  

Tim_

John Kerry is a jew.

slotmouth

No he isn't.
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3941317

Tim_

John Kerry's
grandparents

were jews.

"Frederick Kerry
brought with him a
secret: he was born a
Jew, Fritz Kohn, in
what is now the Czech
Republic, but he and
his wife, Ida, had
converted to Roman
Catholicism."

nytimes.com/2004/05/16/us/kerry-
s-grandfather-left-
judaism-behind-in-
europe.html

ronaldawg

Duh - not a
Jew.

They converted. 
It's not like they
converted from
Islam....
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FeralSerf

Duh2U2
-- It's
a tribe,

not a religion in
Kerry's case.

Golden_Rule

I'm sure they've all
been over to rub their
dicks (or clits) on that

dumb fuckin wall in Israel.  We
should bulldoze that shit
before we peace-out of the
middle east.

General Decline

The wardrum beating
Jews like to stand in

the background and let the
Goy take the heat.

quintago

You are right.
However, let's be
clear, the issue here

isn't jewish people, it's

Login or register to

post comments
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members of our government
who put our national interests
secondary to Israel, either for
religious or monetary
(campaign support) purposes.
We need leaders who will stop
pandering to foreign interests
and lobbying groups, and
helping them hide behind our
guns. Is fundamental islam,
wahabism a huge problem,
yes, there is no argument
about that nor should we
deny that Israel is right about
that. However, the solution
isn't to fucking support Al
Qaeda in Syria and fight them
in Afghanistan and Iraq.

We need to cut the bullshit
and stop the blind support of
Israel, Saudi Arabia, and
Qater. They are not our
friends. If they were, they
wouldn't be pushing us to war
in Syria.

walküre

Those darn
islamofascist
bankers at it

again! Backed by their
jihadi lawyer brethren. All
they care about is fiat,
fame and fortune!
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ronaldawg

Israel's
neighbors seem
to think that

the Jewish people are
the problem.

El Tuco

Au Contraire,

Some say Kerry just
might be one along with the
bummers wife. Polosi is one
and there are so many
more....

But no matter all those folks
above work for them so it's
irrelevant whether they are or
aren't because their masters
are your masters too.

BoNeSxxx

Don't let little things like
FACTS get in the way of
your delicate

sensibilities...
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3942045

Running On Bing...

Homogeneity, homogamy,
homo....

It will NEVER be. It's a false premise,
a null hypothesis.

slotmouth

This is not a list of the
supporters, this is a list of

every single Jewish member of
congress.  This guy is a racist
douchebag here is the actual list from
the
hill http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/319933-
the-hills-syria-whip-list.

VD

because the haters here
are twisting the facts and
targeting jews. it's always

the same tactics. these scum
have been around for ages and
will continue to be, unfortunately.
you can't fix stupid and hateful. 

Randoom Thought

Maybe AIPAC should
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stop using their dirty
money to buy US wars

for Israel. Then maybe people
won't believe what they do.
People have nothing against
others who choose to follow
the jewish religeon. What they
object to are those who put
other countries and their
"clan" ahead of the country
that they live in and those
who manipulate and abuse
others for their benefit.

Debt-Is-Not-Money

How many of these guys are
"dual citizens"?

Probably all of them. Where do their
loyalties lie?

It ain't with us!

A man cannot serve two masters!

Silveramada

Is that the list of a Bar Mitza
reception?

or just condensed zionism?

Kirk2NCC1701

Alas they too are being
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duped/pressured by AIPAC to
follow the Likud mantra of not

allowing Iran to have what is
essentially the Sampson Option:  A
nuke or two as a weapon of last
resort, if attacked by an otherwise
overwhelming external power.

Clearly (?) anyone with an IQ greater
than room temperature can figure out
that it can NOT serve as a weapon of
attack, when faced with hundreds of
nukes from Israel and a bunch more
from the US.  These are all red-
herring arguments, to distract people
from the real issues that TPTB do not
want to face:

Negotiated Palestinian state, or the
dying petro-dollar.

TheReplacement

One cannot condone their
voting in favor but one can

understand the obvious rationale. 

Compound that with the real source
($$$) and mix in a little bit of "we tell
you what to do"-ism
(socialism/fascism/communism) and
you have a winner for these people.

When are you simpletons going to get
it?  It isn't how you are born.  It is
how you believe.  An arab isn't bad. 
A muslim is.  A russian isn't bad.  A
soviet is. 

Do you get it or do we have to take
this to the preschool fingerpaint
level?
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VD

correct. just don't show
the above haters an IQ
distribution chart, of

which most of them score at or
below the mean. 

yatikto

keep going..  a jew isn't 
bad,  a zionist is.     If
jews won't tell a

difference, how can we.

S5936

Fingerpaintng !! .... I love
fingerprinting, when do we
start ?

SubjectivObject

Al Franken?!

Gallows humour, I hope.

Minnesotans, WTF happened there?
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Hengist

The Dems rigged the election
in Franken's favour.

gmrpeabody

"Al Franken?!"   Now THAT'S
funny...

Just goes to show what these piss-
ants are really made of.

natty light

Remember when he was
slamming the war on Air

America? Now it's cool?

BTW where is Jenine Graflo?

Crawdaddy

He is qualified because...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_detailpage&v=-
DIETlxquzY
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TheReplacement

Being from Minni-soatah
orginally I can tell you that I

have no clue.  Don't forget they also
have Ellison.  I think it is partly
because so so many of the people in
the state are on the take one way or
the other (white farmers with
subsidies, inner city yutes, and white
trash sprinked in).

Yeah, not ashamed to say I don't live
there any more.

CrookedJack

Syria crisis: Obama 'has the right'
to strike regardless of vote, says

Kerry

 

"We don't contemplate that the Congress
is going to vote no," Kerry said, but he
stressed the president had the right to
take action "no matter what Congress
does".

 

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/sep/01/obama-
strike-syria-congress...

 

This is going to happen with/without
CONgress.

First comment .
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